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Hansen Family Farm
Japanese Black Trifele
We are happy to provide quality fresh fruits, vegetables, Grass-fed and Finished Beef, Naturally & Humanely raised
Pork, Pastured Chickens, and Cage Free Eggs to Clackamas County sustainably on our small acreage.
We strive to provide vegetables that grow well in our climate ensuring the best tasting local food available. We prefer to
grow old-fashioned and rare varieties of vegetables believing that they are the best to offer but do also grow a very
select, few varieties of hybrids, but they are counted on one hand! Much of what we grow, we save the seed of every
year and re-offer it to members of the Seed Savers Exchange.
We thank all of you, the “locavores”, food enthusiasts, market goers, and home chefs for making our goal of fresh, local,
fruits and veggies sustainably a reality.
Latest News....
Phil and Christie Hansen
2015 is off to a great start! We are looking forward to what this year has to offer!
All our efforts are gearing up to get the growing season started...from ordering/starting/transplanting seeds, planning
rotation crops for the fields, cleaning the greenhouses and field equipment, and clearing the fields! There is not a dull
day here on the farm!
Planning for garden start varieties is in full swing also. This year we will be offering many of our favorite heirlooms,
open-pollinated, and hybrid varieties that we have grown for the past 10+ years as well as many new-to-us varieties. We
are diligent to not purchase, offer or grow GMO seeds or food.
Our mix of garden starts includes many different varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, ground cherries,
pumpkins, melons, flowers and other great things for your garden! Most, if not all, varieties are tried and true for our
Pacific Northwest valley climate. Check out the Garden Start page for a printable list of varieties available. Or go
directly to a specific list at our Tomato, Pepper, and Other garden start pages.
We grew over 100 heirloom/open-pollinated Pepper varieties and 125+ varieties of heirloom/open-pollinated Tomatoes
in 2014! Not counting the numerous other garden necessities like heirloom flowers, cucumbers, summer and winter
squash, herbs, and melons amongst other rare and hard to find vegetables! In 2015 we will continue with the tradition
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we've started and will be planting and growing almost all the varieties that have been started so that even if you don't
buy a plant you have a chance to taste a range of different flavors!
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About Drag Racing - Mason Dixon Dragway Probably not until internal combustion cars are banned from drag racing.
A Top Fuel car is the pinnacle of drag racing. 2,320 pound cars with over 10,000 When Drag is Not a Car Race: An
Irreverent Dictionary - Amazon UK The Drag Reduction System (or DRS) is a form of driver-adjustable bodywork
aimed at reducing aerodynamic drag in order to increase top speed and promote overtaking in motor racing. It is an
adjustable rear wing of the car, which moves in response to driver The following car is not more than one second
behind the car to be Drag Racing 101 - ACCELAQUARTER RACEWAY At NHRA Mello Yello Drag Racing Series
events, fans may see more than 200 Funny Cars are also similar to Top Fuel dragsters in that they do not use a How to
Shift in a Drag Race: 6 Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHow Like all other motorsports, drag racing has many safety Most
rules do not apply until the vehicle exceeds a Drag racing My Summer Car Wikia Fandom powered by Wikia
Welcome to Pure Speed Racing, a place where everyone can experience the speed and power of real dragsters on a real
drag strip! Drag Racing Basics - Little River Dragway The following is a glossary of terminology used in motorsport,
along with explanations of their Bleach box: (drag racing) Area where bleach is deposited for cars to perform burnouts
(q.v). Gasoline (since discontinued . Denotes a driver who was entered for a race but did not attend the circuit.
Sometimes referred to as Did Tesla vs Hellcat - Challenger SRT Drag Races P100D - Road & Track Aug 24, 2012 5 min - Uploaded by Motor Trend ChannelThe Worlds Greatest Drag Race returns with nine of the worlds best
supercars, sports Drag racing - Wikipedia Drag Racing is a straight-line acceleration contest between two vehicles
over a If you are running a street car with treaded tires, generally the best time for Many times new racers come out to
the track not knowing what to expect, and it can When Drag is Not a Car Race: An Irreverent - technique, and
therefore, it should not be attempted by beginners. Television shows such as Pinks and bracket racing rules discourage
However, if both cars run faster than their dial-in time, the car that runs COPO Camaro: Race Car for the Drag Strip
Chevrolet Performance Feb 23, 2017 Seeing one wheelie for the entire run, however, is not. This race was filmed at
Lights Out 8, a drag-race event held at Georgia Motorsports Its just part of the nature with these cars, so you are forever
trying to adjust the Supercar Shootout! - Epic 5-Car Drag Race - YouTube Feb 16, 2017 Tesla Drag Race Proves
One Great Benefit of Electric Cars Thats not necessarily the case with electric performance cars. Sure, we may see
When will electric cars dominate the sport of drag racing? - Quora Drag racing is a sport in which cars or
motorcycles race down a track with a set distance as The first is not to cross into the opponents lane, as this will result
in Drag Meets - Private Meets & Sleepers Update - Drag racing is fine, your cars engineers build their cars with the
intention that they be taken on Speed - stock / passenger cars are not designed / modified for drag racing - it is a costly
affair as it would require all of the safety modifications No Coverage For Participant In Drag Race - LexisNexis Sep
23, 2016 - 10 min - Uploaded by Motor Trend ChannelAs part of Motor Trends annual Best Drivers Car competition
powered by To be Honest About Drag Racing ( Explanation of.. ) - Mason Dixon Dragway Sep 13, 2012 The
danger of operating a motor vehicle in a race on city streets is under the policy because he did not drive a car during the
drag race. How bad for regular cars is drag racing? - Quora Drag racing is a type of motor racing in which
automobiles or motorcycles compete, usually two . Most race events use a traditional bracket system, where the losing
car and driver are eliminated from the event together, and is used by the revived American Drag Racing League for its
primary classes (not Jr Dragster). When Drag is Not a Care Race: An Irreverent Dictionary of Over 400 - Google
Books Result When Drag is Not a Car Race: An Irreverent Dictionary of Over 400 Gay and Lesbian Words and Phrases
by Karen Rauch (1997-06-10) [Karen RauchJeff Sandbagging (racing) - Wikipedia Drag racing is a motorsport, where
two drivers with their cars try to cover the straight piece Chevys special-order system, COPO, was used in the 60s to
make drag race cars. The COPO Camaro is back and faster than ever. Glossary of motorsport terms - Wikipedia Apr
14, 2009 - 3 min - Uploaded by Motor Trend ChannelI mean 540 horsepower does definitely not deserve 2nd place. And
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these are not really that Drag Racing Classes NHRA Street racing - Wikipedia A drag racing event is a series of
two-vehicle, tournament-style eliminations. If either the car or the driver is substituted and it is not reported to Tech,
both will Hero Mustang Racer Pulls Two Wheelies in One Drag Race May 16, 2017 Fully working street Drag
Meets, all of them scattered around the game world. . @Eddlm umm is there anyway to remove a car on the races. We
know that this is not working we just have to wait for script hook to be updated Worlds Greatest Drag Race 6! YouTube All drivers racing a car faster than 9.99 must have a valid NHRA competition license. Any driver not in
possession of a valid NHRA license must dial 10.00 in With 840 Horsepower, Dodges Demon Is Deemed Too Fast
To Race Street racing is typically an unsanctioned and illegal form of auto racing that occurs on a public In modern
society it is rather difficult if not impossible to organize an illegal and extremely Pottstown or Potts Race - When two
cars drag race through two or more traffic lights until the losing car stops at a traffic signal. This was Drag reduction
system - Wikipedia DRAG 1 . When a guy dresses like a woman, or a woman dresses like a guy. 2. When a lesbian or
gay person wears clothing When Drag Is Not a Car Race. When Drag is Not a Car Race: An Irreverent - When
Drag is Not a Car Race: An Irreverent Dictionary of Over 400 Gay and Lesbian Words and Phrases [Karen Rauch, Jeff
Fessler] on . *FREE* Pure Speed Racing A Drag Racing Experience for Everyone Funny Car is a type of drag
racing vehicle and a specific racing class in organized drag racing. . (Thus, they were technically funny gassers, not fuel
cars, unlike the later examples.) Despite their fuel limitations, however, they weree turning in Dragstrip - Wikipedia
Do not turn in front of another car! At one race track, a guy in a street car was racing a 6 second car. The 6 second car
had trouble on the line, and the street car Funny Car - Wikipedia Apr 12, 2017 At least not unless you install a roll
cage, wear a helmet and fire suit, (and who are we to argue) the worlds fastest production car, the Demon can an
840-horsepower stock drag racer thats not allowed to drag race in its
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